TO UNROLL SKED® STRETCHER AND LAY FLAT

1. REMOVE SKED® FROM PACK AND PLACE ON GROUND.

2. UNFASTEN RETAINER STRAP. STEP ON FOOT END OF SKED® AND UNROLL COMPLETELY TO OPPOSITE END.

3. BEND THE SKED® OVER YOUR FOREARM AND BACK ROLL. REPEAT WITH OPPOSITE END OF STRETCHER. IN COLD WEATHER, IT MAY BE NECESSARY TO REVERSE ROLL IT TWICE.

4. SKED® STRETCHER WILL NOW LAY FLAT.
1. Lay stretcher out flat with all cross straps connected. **Steel double bar buckles: place retainer strap with inside of buckle facing up under foot end of SKED®. (See photo in step 4)

2. Starting at the head end, roll the SKED® up as tight as possible. Continue to roll the SKED® using knee to keep the rolled stretcher small.

3. While holding your knee on the rolled SKED®, fasten the cobra buckles of the foot end straps to hold the SKED® in a tight roll.

4. When using the SKED® with steel double bar buckles, fasten the pre-placed retainer strap to buckle and place SKED® stretcher in backpack.